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Authentication And Authorization In One Place
Your bank is growing, and mobile and web apps are starting to accumulate. How do
you deal with user authentication and payment authorization in these cluttered
systems? Let’s move authentication and authorization into one place with Web
Authentication by Wultra! Not only will you simplify the technical side of your
systems by providing a single login and operation approval page for all of them, but
you also will fundamentally increase your system security and user-friendliness.
As a bonus, you will gain a solution helping you to comply with the security
requirements of the PSD2 legislation ("SCA for Internet banking and API").
The solution is eﬀortless to integrate with open standards and platforms. As a result,
your internet banking, mobile banking, or banking API can be secured quickly,
cheaply, and with minimum eﬀort on integration.

Two-Factor Authentication
Wultra Web Authentication is fully compatible with our
Mobile Token solution. Therefore, you can confirm
operations quickly and conveniently with a simple
mobile app. Verification is done using strong two-factor
authentication (2FA).
Of course, the solution remains flexible, and you can
extend it with alternative authentication and
authorization methods such as SMS or hardware token
support.

Key Features
Unified Approval Experience

Ready for Extensions

Support for Mobile Token

Simple Integration

Your systems will be less cluttered,
and users will place greater trust in
them when signing in.

Users can log in and confirm
operations using a simple mobile app
for iOS and Android.

Excellent User Experience

The solution has a stunning user
interface and since it is fast and
convenient, will be popular with your
users.

You can easily add the alternative
authentication methods to the
solution, including support for new
technology standards.
You can easily integrate
Authentication Web Flow with your
applications – web or mobile – via the
OAuth 2.0 protocol.

PSD2 Ready

The solution is designed to help you
provide compliance with PSD2
legislation.

Solution Architecture

About Wultra
Wultra helps the leading European banks build secure digital channels. Our range of
security-related software technologies covers the whole digital banking application
stack, be it on the web or mobile. Security solutions by Wultra secure the best
mobile banking in the Czech Republic, an open banking gateway for the retail bank
with over 400k clients, or a premium banking for the most aﬀluent clientele.

